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Abstract 

 Online titles that use words efficiently and offer a moderate amount of information 

attract more clicks to read than titles that are inefficient or offer insufficient or excessive 

amount of information, according to the theory of just enough information, which predicts an 

inverted U effect of title length on read. The theory of selective spiral implies a linearly positive 

effect of read on relay, which predicts a mediated curvilinearity that carries the inverted U 

effect over to relay, making the lengthrelay effect also inverted-U.  We found support for the 

main predictions from nearly 80 thousand postings crawled from Toutiao.com, the largest news 

disseminating site in Chinese. 

 The optimal title length for attracting read (OTRead) was over 26 Chinese characters or 

about 13 Chinese words, which may serve as an indicator of collective attention span.  The 

mean and median title lengths were about 18 characters and optimal title length for relay was 

nearly 19 characters, representing sizable underestimations by writers and relayers of readers’ 

appetite for information.  We propose sender insensitivity and auto superiority as possible 

causes of the bias.  

 The study also represents a couple methodological adaptations, including adopting 

percentage coefficients (bp) as effect size measure for big data, and employing significance tests 

for minimum screening rather than population inference.  
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ENOUGH, JUST, AND JUST ENOUGH INFORMATION 

-- INVERTED-U EFFECT OF TITLE LENGTH ON ONLINE READ AND RELAY  

 

 Words and their impact intrigue scientists and scholars.  Research on serial position 

used words as stimulus, based on which cognitive psychologists built the concepts of long and 

short term memories. Experiments comparing words with pictures established the theories of 

picture superiority and dual processing. Words and language are also in the center of enquires 

of other disciplines from linguistics and literature to law and education. 

 Words are signs to carry information. They are sent, received, resent, re-received, and 

re-resent, and so on, and on, forming cycles of communication. Meanings evolve and devolve, 

cycles expand and disband, turning into spirals that may swirl or dwindle.  Quality and quantity 

of words decide how quickly, widely, and enduringly information spirals.  This study focuses on 

quantity. 

Teachers preach short writing.  Editors take pride in cutting words without cutting 

information. Given their broad applications, it’s surprising there have not been more theories 

and studies on message length and its effect.  

This study investigated how long titles of online posts are, and how the length affects 

users’ read and relay.  Below we present a conceptualization of read and relay as the basic 

elements of communication spirals, then introduce a theory on how title length affects how an 

article attracts read and entices relay, thereby accelerates or decelerates the message’s 

diffusion. We tested parts of the theory using over three weeks of all posts on Toutiao.com, a 
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Beijing-based news and information platform that attracted a hundred and half million visits 

from Chinese speakers worldwide, every day. 

 

I. Spiral of Just Enough Information – Effect of Title Length on Read and Relay 

Human ancestors likely sent and received visual and oral signals millions of generations 

before the species evolved into humans. Humans invented written texts some thousands years 

ago, and ever since then they’ve been sending, reading and resending these man-made signs 

and the meanings that they carry, like no other species do. As individuals replicate the cycles of 

read and relay, the signs, meanings, impacts and scopes revolve, involve, evolve, and devolve, 

forming spirals. For researchers, however, the acts of sending, receiving and relaying have been 

difficult to measure systematically in large scale. 

Now that people communicate online almost constantly, data about read and relay are 

increasingly accessible, allowing systematic investigations of this pair of variables that 

potentially can be as fruitful as, e.g., memory and attitude have been for various disciplines of 

social sciences (Zhang et al., 2014). This study takes read, defined as click to read, and relay, 

defined as click to forward, repost, or retweet, as dependent variables. 

Selective Spiral of Read and Relay 

Read and relay represent respectively information input and output.  Theories of 

selective exposure and confirmation bias emphasize that information input is selective, i.e., 

people receive some information while rejecting others.  Theory of gatekeeping assumes that 

information output is selective, i.e., people relay some information while rejecting others.  

Selective input and selective output are also essential in theories of spiral of silence, reinforcing 
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spiral, diffusion of innovations, among others.  To integrate relevant elements of the various 

theories, we use the term selective spiral to refer to the revolving, evolving, involving, and 

devolving process of selecting a certain messages to be sent, read and relayed while rejecting 

others. 

Many factors likely participate in selective spirals, e.g., users might be more alerted to 

news reporting disasters and tragedies, making negativity a selector, or they may prefer to read 

and relay recent news, making recency a selector.  Read is another selector, as it likely affects 

relay. Yet read and relay are two components that form a spiral.  Selective relay due to read, 

measured by readrelay correlation, indicates the linkage between selective read and selective 

relay. A high correlation between read and relay, for example, implies that any external factor 

affecting read may similarly affect relay.  

This is in effect a process of mediation, where relay (RL) is the dependent variable, read 

(RD) is the mediator, an external selector such as title length (TL) is the independent variable, 

and the RDRL path is the second leg of the mediated (indirect) path, designated as TLRDRL.  

As read and relay repeat in more rounds, RDRL effects serve as an engine that selectively 

sustains or strengthens the spirals of some information while stalls or saps the spirals of other 

information.  

Of potential selectors, we select one, title length of online messages, to begin hopefully 

a series of enquiries into selective spiral. 

Enough, Just, and Just Enough Information – Efficiency and Moderation 

Readers seek information from words according to uses and gratification research (Katz, 

Blumler, & Gurevitch, 1973; Katz, Haas, & Gurevitch, 1973; Shao, 2009). It takes mental efforts 
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and resources to process words. More information with fewer words makes reading more 

efficient and enjoyable. There is a limit to the amount of information that can be processed in 

one reading. Efficiency and enjoyment decline as information approaches the limit.  

These observations, based on text books, writing instructions, and the authors’ own 

experiences, inspire a theory of just enough information, which includes three principles, 

sufficiency, efficiency, and restraint (SER), which we apply to the titles or titles of messages 

including news, articles, and books.  

Enough information – Sufficiency. Readers seek information in a title. A title needs to 

carry adequate information to attract readers.  As information is transmitted through words, 

there need to be enough words. Violation of sufficiency principle leads to insufficiency of 

information, giving readers too less incentive to read on.   

Just information – Efficiency. Efficiency principle requires just information but no words 

that carry no or insufficient information. Words that are contextually meaningless or redundant 

provide no information while consuming readers’ cognitive resources to process them. The 

disappointment creates a disincentive to read on. More often words carry some but insufficient 

information to worth the resources. Violation of sufficiency principle leads to inefficiency, which  

lengthens a title without proportionally increasing its information, reducing the message’s 

attractiveness. 

Just enough information – Restraint.  Restraint principle dissuades excess information. 

Readers seek in a title just enough information to decide whether to read on. Excess 

information requires excess words, which consumes excess resources while adding little value 

for readers, hence decreasing efficiency and enjoyment. Violation of this principle would be an 
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example of more general phenomena known as too-much-of-a-good-thing effect found in 

various disciplines (Busse et al., 2015). 

  As sufficiency and restraint mean moderation, the three principles may be shortened to 

two, efficiency & moderation. These prescriptive principles imply predictions, or hypotheses, 

discussed below. 

    

II. Research Questions and Hypotheses 

 We need some basic information, leading to two research questions: 

Q1. What are the basic descriptive statistics of read (RD) and relay (RL)? 

 Descriptive statistics tell us about the beginning of communication spirals.  The RD rate, 

for example, measures the first round (postread) of the spiral (postreadrelayread ), 

and RL/RD rate tells about the second (readrelay) round.  

Q2. What are the basic descriptive statistics of title length (TL)? 

Selective-spiral theory conceives read and relay as two interactive components of a 

revolving process. Just-enough theory predicts that a title is most effective when it efficiently 

provides moderate amount of information. These theories imply several hypotheses and raise 

several research questions. 

 Sufficiency principle predicts that sufficiently long titles are more attractive than overly 

short ones, leading to a positive relation between title length (TL) and read (RD) when titles are 

shorter than enough.  Overly long titles, however, carry inefficient words, violating the 

efficiency principle, or carry too much information, violating the restraint principle, or both, 

leading to a negative relation between TL and RD when titles are longer than necessary.  Linking 
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the positive and the negative curves, we have an inverted U (IU) curve, which is seen as a part 

of more general too-much-of-a-good-thing effect (Busse et al., 2015). Hence our first 

hypothesis: 

H1. TLRD: There is an inverted U (IU) curve of TL predicting RD. 

 A message needs to be received before relayed. Most of websites require users to click 

read before clicking relay.  Furthermore, people read and forward what they like, and those 

who communicate frequently with each other tend to share preferences, according to theories 

of selective exposure and gatekeeping.  Therefore our second hypothesis:  

H2. RDRL: There is a monotonic and positive curve of RD predicting RL. 

 The hypothesis, if supported empirically, raises a question to which the answer may 

prove crucial for understanding communication spirals:  

Q3. How strong is the RDRL relation? 

 As said, the RDRL relation defines important aspects of a communication spiral. If the 

relation is minimal, e.g., r2≈0, it implies that the spiral almost stops at the reception of the first 

round, hence the spiral has minimal width and depth.  If the relationship is extremely strong, 

e.g., r2≈1 for several rounds of a spiral, it indicates that during these rounds relay is almost 

entirely dependent on read, no other factors can affect relay beyond read; to the extent that 

some of the relayed messages are read, the spiral is almost perfectly self-sustaining. If, 

however, the relation is moderate, e.g., r2 is substantially higher than 0 but much lower than 1 

for several rounds, it implies that for these rounds the spiral is moderately sustaining after 

initial ignition, but other factors can also influence relay to strengthen and spread or otherwise 

stall or shrink the spiral.     

+ 

∩ 

+ 
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  The two hypotheses imply a curvilinear mediation TLRDRL.  The positive and 

monotonic RDRL effect implies the IU effect of TL on RD should carry over to RL, producing an 

IU total effect: 

H3. TLRL: There is an IU curve of TL predicting RL not controlling RD. 

 The direct effect of length on relay controlling (not through) read is designated as 

(TLRL)/RD, or represented by and arrow from TL directly to RL in a graph like TLRDRL. H3 

assumes that the direct effect does not overwhelm the mediated TLRDRL effect.  

The sufficiency principle implies that some titles contain insufficient information, which 

produces the upslope of the two IU curves (TLRD & TLRL). Most users, however, consider 

forwarding when they have read the titles. So the sufficiency principle should not apply to the 

direct effect of TL on RL, therefore there is no reason to predict an upslope of the effect 

(TLRL)/RD. Restraint and efficiency principles, which produce the downward slopes of the two 

IU curves, still apply. Users forward messages to impress, entertain, and inform others, which 

are more likely when titles are shorter, hence the next hypothesis:  

H4. (TLRL)/RD: There is a monotonic and negative curve of TL predicting RL controlling RD.  

The two IU curves, if supported empirically, raise two research questions. 

Q4. What’s the maximum RD, and what’s the optimal TL that predicts max RD (OTRead)? 

Q5. What’s the maximum RL, and what’s the optimal TL that predicts max RL (OTRelay)? 

Q6. What’s the average TL, as compared to OTRead and OTRelay? 

While answers to the questions have obvious applied values, they may also inform our 

understanding of human behavior.  The optimal TL for read (OTRead) would be where readers’ 

average attention switches from climbing to declining.  It may be seen as an indicator of 

∩ 

_ 

∩ ∩ 
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collective attention span (CAS), i.e., OTRead≈CAS.  The optimal TL for relay (OTRelay) would be 

where average relay turns from waxing to waning. As relayers hope the relayed are read, 

OTRelay represents what relayers collectively and probably unconsciously decide to be the 

optimal TL for read, i.e., OTRelay ≈ relayer-decided OTRead. Similarly, the average TL represents 

what title authors collectively and probably unconsciously decide to be optimal TL for read i.e., 

mean TL ≈ author-decided OTRead.  A comparison of the three could tell us something about 

collective attention span, senses or unconscious perceptions about the attention span, and 

actions of reads and relays that reflect the senses.  

An IU curve, like a U curve, represents competitive curves, where a downslope and an 

upslope compete with each other (Busse, Mahlendorf, & Bode, 2015; Zhao, Lynch, & Chen, 

2010). The outcome of the competition is measured by the simple linear effect of TL on RD. As 

users seek gratification from information (Katz, Blumler, & Gurevitch, 1973; Katz, Haas, & 

Gurevitch, 1973; Shao, 2009), they may tolerate inefficiency and excess more than insufficiency, 

giving the upslope an edge over the downslope, leading to the following hypothesis: 

H5. TLRD: The linear line of TL predicting RD is upward.  

Teachers and editors preach writing short, probably because they see overly long more 

often than overly short. If H5 is supported, it implies that Toutiao titles tend to be too short, 

providing insufficient information. 

An IU curve (H1) is a linear effect (H5) partitioned into two segments or, alternatively, 

the linear effect (H5) can be seen as a simplification of the IU effect (H1) (Busse, Mahlendorf, & 

Bode, 2015).  

+ 
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The positive TLRD (H5) and RDRL effects (H2) imply a positive mediated effect, 

leading to an inference: 

I1. TLRDRL: There is a positive effect of TL on RL mediated by RD. 

To the extent that H5 and H2 are supported, I1 is inferred mathematically, hence not a 

hypothesis. Methodologists agree that, for the purpose of establishing mediation, separate 

tests of 1st-leg (TLRD) and 2nd-leg (RDRL) paths are overly stringent (Hayes, 2009; 

MacKinnon et al., 2002; Preacher et al., 2007; Rucker et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2010). We will, 

however, verify I1 by statistically testing the product of 1st-leg and 2nd-leg coefficients.  

The positive indirect effect (I1 from H2 and H5) and the negative direct effect (H4) 

together imply a competitive mediation TLRDRL, which raises our last question: What’s the 

outcome of the competition? The answer, obtainable through TLRL simple regression, should 

inform theory, methodology, and practice:  

Q7. Is the linear line of TLRL simple relation upward, downward, or near zero? 

 

III. Data Crawling Toutiao.com (Title News) 

Toutiao.com 

We chose Toutiao.com (Title News), a Beijing-based website believed to be the world’s 

largest news disseminating platform in Chinese, to acquire data.  In China, over 1,000 print, 

television, and broadcast media and news services, over 15,000 we-media, over 5,000 

government agencies, and several thousand other organizations contracted to instantaneously 

post or repost news stories, news releases, and other information on toutiao.com. Toutiao does 

not produce its own content or rewrite any. Instead, Toutiao categorizes and disseminates the 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 
_ 
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titles and abstracts of the contents in a uniformed format, and redirects users to the full 

contents at their home sites. Targeting users with Chinese mainland background, TouTiao offers 

all its content in simplified Chinese. 

Most users access Toutiao through handhelds, although it is also available on desktops. 

Powered by a unique machine-learning system of recommending content based on each user’s 

clicking pattern, Toutiao’s popularity took off quickly since its launching August 2012. By 

September 2014, the site boasted 160 million registered users and a daily 16 million active 

users, which jumped to respectively 250 million and 20 million by May 2015. In the same 

month, the company founder Zhang Yimin revealed that revenue from TouTiao’s infrequent 

and often unnoticed advertisements was sufficient to offset its operational cost.  

Institutional vs Interpersonal Media 

The traditional typologies, such as traditional versus new media, or print, broadcast 

versus online media, misfit when categorizing platforms like Toutiao. Although Toutiao is very 

new and is online only, it also transcends the line between the traditional and the new, by 

disseminating contents from the most traditional media, such as People’s Daily, CCTV and 

Xinhua News Agency, and the newest media, such as Weibo (Micro Blog), Wechat Official 

Accounts, and other popular we-media. 

We think of Toutiao as institutional media, through which institutions communicate 

with a large number of individuals. The counterpart is interpersonal media, through which a 

small number of individuals communicate with each other.  Both forms of communication can 

be online or offline, through traditional channels, e.g. print or airwaves, or through internet. 
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Why Toutiao? 

 We test crawled dozens of platforms of various languages from various countries, of 

which Toutiao disseminates by far the largest amount of content from the largest number of 

institutions to the largest number of individuals. More importantly, the main variables we need 

are available. The variables we report below are still available for crawling from Toutiao.com at 

the time when we submit this manuscript, allowing independent replication. 

Data 

We crawled TouTiao.com in March 2015 guided by the following policies. 

1. Selection Policy. We crawled all publicly available content on Toutiao.com in 23 days, 

March 2 through 24, 2015.   

1a. acquiring the population. At the time Toutiao posted items under 20 categories:    

(Toutiao’s) recommend, hot issue, society, entertainment, science and 

technology, automobile, sports, finance, military, world (international), fashion, travel,  

discovery (science), child-rearing, health (regimen), stories (fictions), essays, game, 

history, food (cooking). 

 We downloaded all items under every category. 
 
 1b. delayed download. Traffic on toutiao.com is heavy. Nearly 3,500 items were posted 

per day in the month of our study, each generating close to 46,000 reads and 450 relays. 

Statistics for new posts change rapidly. As our enquiry does not ask about hour-to-hour 

fluctuation, we began downloading an item no earlier than 24 hours after being posted, when 

the statistics tended to stabilize.  
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 1c. handling duplicates.  The site’s constant updating and heavy traffic require frequent 

revisits, which produce duplicates of the same content but with different statistics such as read 

and relay. Toutiao assigns each item a unique identifier, which we used together with category 

as our primary key to screen out duplicates.   

We did not screen out all duplicates. Of the 79,564 items, 5,191 (6.7%) have different 

identifiers but identical titles and abstracts.  They came about in various circumstances. 

Sometimes two or more media outlets release the same content, and Toutiao posts them 

separately.  Often Toutiao highlights news under Recommend or Hot Issues while also posting 

them in another category.  Sometimes Toutiao posts a same item twice or more unintentionally 

across or within categories.  As these duplicates independently interact with users, generating 

their own read and relay, we included them in our analysis as if they are separate items.   

We also ran two sensitivity analyses by merging or deleting these duplicates, and found 

substantially the same results as we report below, which is based on separating these 

duplicates.   

 2. Revisit Policy and Politeness Policy. We visited each posting in each category four 

times an hour, except the Recommend category. Toutiao posts under Recommend items that 

are also from other categories.  Toutiao also posts more items in Recommend category (11,191 

in the period of this study) than any other category (average nearly 3599 per category). For 

efficiency and politeness, we revisited each posting under Recommend about once an hour.  

With the set frequency, we revisited each posting continuously to update, until Toutiao 

pulled it offline, which was usually 100 hours or so after initial posting.    
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3. Duration of Crawling. Crawling for this research began March 2, 2015 and ended 

March 24, 2015. The plan was for March 1 through 14 but technical difficulties delayed the 

beginning by a day while additional resources allowed 10 additional days.  

 

IV. Unit of Analysis and Measurements 

Unit of Analysis 

The unit of analysis for this study is “posted item,” also referred to as “item” “posting” 

“news story” or “other content” depending on circumstances. 

Main Variables. 

 Read and relay are the key components of a communication spiral, while title length is 

our main independent variable. We also used content category as a control variable.  All 

variables were acquired from Toutiao.com through crawling March 2 through 24, 2015, 

described above.    

Read (RD) and Relay (RL) as Mediating and Dependent Variables. Read per post (RD) is 

the number of clicks users make to read a post.  Relay per post (RL) is the number of clicks to 

forward a post.  Zhang et al. (2014) measured retweet, which we call relay, to investigate how 

it’s affected by content and context of social media. This study adds read and title length to the 

enquiry, and investigate how read mediates the length effect on relay on an institutional media.   

Although the statistics are available to web crawlers, they are invisible to ordinary 

Toutiao users, which means less incentive and higher technical barriers for outsiders to rig the 

statistics to make some stories look more popular.   
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Title Length (TL) as Independent Variable. All titles were downloaded, and title length 

(TL) is measured by the number of characters in a title, which are mostly Chinese characters but 

occasionally also include punctuation marks, Hindu-Arabic numerals and English letters. 

Category as Control Variables.  As said, Toutiao posts under 20 categories. Categories 

could influence title length as well as read and relay, making them possible confounders.  We 

coded category as 19 dummy variables, and made “Recommend” the reference group to which 

other groups are compared. 

 

V.  Measuring Effects with Population and Big Data 

This study share some opportunities and challenges with other big-data studies. Here 

we explain some choices we made regarding statistical indicators. 

Test Significance with Population: Inference or Screening? 

Statistical significance tests were designed originally to estimate the probabilities (p) 

that observations from a sample may be inferred to be true of its population.  It’s for the 

purpose of population inference that statisticians make and debate about statistical 

assumptions, e.g., assumptions about shapes of sampling distributions.  

Survey studies sample people. Content studies sample content.  This study did neither.  

We acquired a large collection of institutional content that were read by hundreds of millions of 

people and relayed to tens of millions of others, in the most populous country. This study does 

not assume the mission of generalizing to people or content beyond observation. The observed 

content and behavior are of interest in their own right; they are our population. Had population 

inference been the only function of significance tests, this study would not have needed the 
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tests.  We could have reported all non-zero differences as differences, and all non-zero 

correlations as correlations.  

But it is not the only function. To effectively allocate resources, the scientific community 

needs to screen out effects or other relations that appear small in effect size or weak in 

evidence strength. Significance level, i.e. small p value, is an appropriate filter for this purpose, 

as it is affected by effect size, data variance, and data size; the latter two, i.e., smaller variance 

and larger data, indicate stronger evidence.   

As probability of getting exactly zero is nearly zero, p<.05 became the most often used. 

This threshold was decided arbitrarily, but accepted collectively over the decades because as a 

group researchers found it neither overly stringent nor overly lenient.  The historically 

secondary function of screening threshold became a practically primary function, even before 

data grew big. 

With bigger data, the probability of finding exactly zero is even smaller, and a screening 

threshold is even more needed. It might be possible to develop a standard specifically for the 

purpose of screening. But until a new standard is available and accepted, the traditional 

significance tests are still needed. This study will report significance levels, but only for 

screening out relations whose sizes appear small relative to distribution errors, and not for 

generalizing beyond observation.   

As said, p values are negatively affected by data size.  Larger data implies larger 

probability of getting p<.05, possibly making the conventional threshold overly lenient. This 

study raises bars by holding p<.001 as the threshold to confidently accept a relation, and p<.01 
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to tentatively accept. We will still report p<.05 for reference, in a similar spirit in which some 

small-data studies reporting p<.1.   

Measuring Effects with Big Data. 

Unstandardized Regression Coefficient (b). Researchers have been advised to report 

regression coefficients (b) as main indicators of effect sizes whenever variables’ units are 

meaningful (Wilkinson & Task Force, 1999), which this study follows. Our units are all 

meaningful, making b coefficients easy to interpret.  A b=2021 produced by TLRD simple linear 

regression, for example, suggests that each additional character in a title is associated with an 

average of 2,021 additional clicks to read (Table 4).  

This study adopts several other indicators to supplement b coefficients. 

Whole-Percentage Coefficient (wp). Big data, like other natural data, contain variables 

with units that may not be comparable. For instance our title length is in characters while read 

is in clicks, and one character in general may not be seen as equivalent to a click. Although read 

and relay are both in clicks, one could argue a relay worth more than a read, as it takes many 

reads to generate one relay, and it is relay that propels the spiral to the next round. 

Inequivalent units make b incomparable. It would be wrong, for example, to conclude that the 

negative effect of length (b=-13.91) is over 1980 times as strong as the positive effect of read 

(b=.007) (13.91/.007≈1987, Eq. 2.5 of Table 4), because the comparison assumes that a 

character in title is equivalent to a click to read, which is hard to justify.     

As a supplement to b,  we adopted whole-percentage coefficient (wp), which assumes 

that the whole scales of variables can often be seen as equivalent, so regression coefficients 

based on a whole scale as the unit can be reasonably compared to each other (Zhao, 1997; 
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Zhao et al., 2010; Zhao, Zhu, Li, & Bleske, 1994).  Technically wp is the regression coefficient 

when the independent and dependent variables are both on 0-1 scales where 0 is conceptual 

minimum and 1 is conceptual maximum. Variables not on such scales can be 0-1 normalized, 

i.e., linearly converted to 0-1 scales.  Because 0*0=0 and 1*1=1, the interaction terms, 

polynomial terms and other multiplied products of 0-1 variables are also 0-1 variables. This 

feature facilitates computation, comprehension, and comparison in no small ways, leading to 

theory building that would have been not improbable without the tool.  

In our data, the dummy variables for category are on qualified 0-1 scales. RD, RL and TL, 

each has a conceptual minimum represented by 0, but each needs a conceptual maximum.  We 

chose six standard deviation (SD) from 0 as the conceptual maximum, because three SD from 

mean both directions convers 99.7% of normal distribution. 0-1 normalized RD (RDN) is created 

by dividing RD by six SD of RD (SDRD); and 0-1 normalized RL (RLN) and TL (TLN) are created 

similarly by dividing by respectively six SDRL and six SDTL. See Column 1 of Table 2 for formulas.  

Covering 99.7% means 0.3% of cases expectedly fall beyond their conceptual maximum 

1. With big data, 0.3% can be a big number.     

Whole-percentage coefficient (wp) indicates the percentage change in a dependent 

variable associated with a whole-scale increase in its independent variable, where “whole-scale 

increase” means a jump from conceptual minimum to conceptual maximum. To the extent that 

whole ranges of the involved variables can be deemed equivalent to each other, wp can be 

compared across variables, including polynomial terms or interactive terms, whether their 

original scales are open or close-ended, dummy, Likert or otherwise.   
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When both independent and dependent variables are converted on the same SD 

without involving interactions or polynomial terms, wp coincides numerically with standardized 

beta (Cohen & Cohen, 1983;  Cohen et. al., 2013).  But the conceptual bases and interpretations 

differ. Other than in the said situation, generally wp  differs numerically from beta, such as when 

a dummy variable, Likert-converted 0-1 variable, polynomial term, or multiplied interactive 

term is involved (Zhao, 1997;  Zhao et al., 1994; Zhao et al., 2010).  

r squared (r2). Defined as percent of dependent variance explained by independent 

variables in a model, r squared (r2) indicates the comprehensiveness of a model (Cohen & 

Cohen, 1983;  Cohen et. al., 2013).  If, for example, r2=1, it indicates that the independent 

variable(s) (X) in the model accounts for 100% of the possible influences on the dependent 

variable (Y); other variables’ (O) influences, if any, have to mediate (XOY) or be mediated 

by (OXY) the effects of the variables in the model. If, however, r2≈.2, as we will report 

below based on this data set (Table 4), it suggests the model accounts for only 20% of the 

possible influences on the dependent variable, and unknown factors not in the model account 

for the other 80%. 

Bigger data harbor more opportunities for more unidentified factors, leading to smaller 

r2. The low or relatively low r2 we report below should remind us of the unidentified factors that 

are collectively more influential, despite the large effects indicated by b and wp, of the 

identified factors. 

Significance Level (p) and Standard Error (se). As said, we use significance level p<.001 

as a threshold to confidently acknowledge an effect, and p<.01 as a threshold for tentative 
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consideration. We will also follow the convention of reporting standard error (se) of the major b 

and wp coefficients (Cohen & Cohen, 1983;  Cohen et. al., 2013). 

 

VI. Findings and Discussions 

We organize our report as responses to the research questions and hypotheses. We 

discuss some of the intricate findings right after reporting them.   

Q1 & Q2: Basic Statistics of Data and Main Variables.  

Our analysis is based on nearly 80 thousand posts, over 3.6 billion clicks to read, and 

over 35 million clicks to relay (TableTable 1).  Organized under 20 categories (Table Table 3), 

Toutiao posted nearly 35 thousand items every day, each post was read nearly 46 thousand 

times and relayed over 440 times, and it took more than one hundred reads to generate one 

relay, which means relay per thousand read was 9.64 (Table Table 2).  These statistics give a 

snapshot of Toutiao’s role in the dissemination of news and information in the Chinese-

speaking world.  

Both read and relay have much larger means than medians, indicating distributions 

skewed toward lower end and long tails at higher end, which are typical of constantly updated 

heavy-traffic sites of voluminous content. 

------- Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 about here ------- 

As expected, the observed maximum of each 0-1 normalized variable is larger than the 

conceptual maximum 1.  These cases represent a small percentage but a sizable number.  There 

are, for example, 278 postings with TLN>1, which are 0.349% of all postings.  We conducted 
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sensitivity analysis to be sure these potential outliers do not dominate our main findings, which 

we report below.  

H1 & H3. IU Effects of Title Length on Read and Relay (TLRD & TLRL).  

Figures Figure 1 & Figure 2 show both curves IU-shaped.  The polynomial equations 

(Eqs. 1.3, 1.4, 3.3, 3.4) of Tables Table 4 & Table 5 show b and wp positive for TL and negative for 

TL
2, and all TL squared terms are significant at p<.001, with or without controlling 19 category 

dummies.   

------- Figures Figure 1 & Figure 2, and Tables Table 3Table 4 Table 5 about here ------- 

The polynomial predictions are graphed in Figures Figure 3 & Figure 4. These curves 

give proportionally more weights to more extreme TL values and TL groups with more cases. In 

contrast, Figures Figure 1 & Figure 2 place equal weights on all TL values and groups. That 

these curves show the same pattern speaks for the robustness of the IU effects.  

------- Figures Figure 3 & Figure 4 about here ------- 

As a part of sensitivity analyses, a parallel set of tests were performed excluding the 278 

cases with TLN>1. IU curves persisted.  The sensitivity analyses were also done for all other main 

tests of this study, and no large discrepancies were found with or without potential outliers.  

Our reports therefore are based on the entire data.  

The IU effect is large. The average reads, for example, are over 50K when each title has 

20-30 characters, but drop below 5K when each title goes above 45 or under 5 characters 

(Figure 1 & Figure 3). In other words, the optimal length is over 10 times as effective as the 

∩ ∩ 
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overly long or overly short.  The IU effect of title length on relay is similarly large (Figures Figure 

2 & Figure 4). 

The curves in the figures and the coefficients in the tables suggest two models of 

competitive curves, where an upslope and a downslope compete with each other (Busse et al., 

2015; Zhao et al., 2010).  By the logic of statistics, a slope needs to be statistically significant to 

qualify as up or down.  So a model needs to have two statistically significant slopes, one up and 

one down, to qualify as competitive curves. We did that, finding maximums, cutting each curve, 

at the point of maximum, into two slopes. We found each slope, up or down, statistically 

significant, although this part of the results is not shown in any tables.  

These evidences consistently support Hypotheses 1 and 3.  We note, however, the very 

small r2 (6.3%, Eq. 1.4; 1.5%, Eq. 3.4), implying that other unidentified factors collectively are far 

more influential, explaining 93.7% about read and 98.5% about relay, over and beyond what 

are explained by title length and category. That unidentified are more influential does not make 

the identified less influential.  But it does remind us of the long journey ahead to identify, 

investigate, and illustrate the currently unknown.     

The low explaining power, as indicated by r2=0.4%, also means low accuracy of individual 

prediction. If one uses Eq. 1.3 to predict 59K read for a post with 25 characters in the title, he likely 

would be off; the actual read is likely to be a lot higher or lower. The prediction would be close to the 

target if it is about average read of all postings with 25-character titles. 

High effectiveness and low explanation-exactitude (HELEE) exist for both TLRD and TLRL 

effects, as indicated by the large b or wp and low r2 (Eqs. 1 & 3, Table 4 & Table 5). The LELEE 

phenomenon should not be surprising. On the one hand, title or title length matters, implying a 
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large effect. On the other hand, many other factors matter even more. Zhang et al. (2014) 

report that content factors influence retweet (relay) more than contextual factors. We may 

further divide content into messages, e.g., relevance and recency, and mechanics, e.g., length 

and font. As users seek information (Shao, 2009), title length, as part of mechanics, should not 

be more important than message factors. For example, a random string of meaningless letters 

or characters should not entice many reads or relays, even if their length is optimal.     

H2 & Q3. Monotonically Positive & Moderately Strong Effect of Read on Relay (RDRL). 

 Eq. 2.1 through 2.8 (Tables Table 4 & Table 5) show that, with RL as the dependent 

variable, RD coefficients are positive and significant at p<.001, with or without controlling 

various other variables. 

 RD
2 coefficient is nonsignificant when category dummies are not controlled (Eq. 2.3), but 

it becomes significant (p<.001) when category dummies are controlled (Eq. 2.4, Table 4 & Table 

5).  While statistically significant, the negative b coefficient is so small that it shows zeros 

through three decimals (-.000 means 0 > b > -.0005, Eq. 2.4, Tables Table 4). As hoped, wp gives 

more information, showing wp ≈ -.013 for RD
2 as compared to wp ≈.488 for RD, implying a tiny 

and late downturn if it manifest at all (Table Table 5). When plotted, Eq. 2.4 shows practically a 

straight line.  We therefore conclude that Hypothesis 2 is supported, that there is a monotonic 

and positive curve within the observed range of title length. 

  The b≈.007 in Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2 (Tables Table 4) suggests that seven relays are expected 

out of every thousand reads. The figure .007 may seem tiny, but it cannot be properly 

interpreted without considering the relay/read rate (9.64/1,000, Table 1).  Also, one may see 

that b≈.007 is much smaller than almost every other b coefficient (absolute value) in the table, 

+ 
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such as b≈-13.91 for lengthrelay, or b≈-306 for category effect (World News compared to 

Recommend) on relay, and get the impression that readrelay effect tiny compared to other 

effects. The impression would be wrong, to the extent that units of the involved variables are 

not equivalent to each other, e.g. one character in title is not equivalent to one read, or one 

read is not equivalent to the difference between world news and other posts.  

 As hoped, wp coefficients supplement with additional and useful information (Table 5). 

For RDRL (Eq. 2.2), wp≈.461 suggests that a whole-scale increase in the independent variable 

(read) increases the dependent variable (relay) by 46.1 percentage points. The almost dramatic 

contrast between b (.007) and wp (46.1 points) remind us that a regression coefficient is (1) 

positively affected by independent-dependent (i-d) correlation and (2) negatively affected by 

independent/dependent (i/d) ratio.  In this case, the large i/d ratio, 45,897/443≈104 (Table 2), 

suppresses the b coefficient to make it look tiny (b=.007, Table 4). The 0-1 normalization 

significantly reduces the i/d ratio (.0375/.0233≈1.61), allowing us to see another important 

aspect of the effect. 

By comparison, wp≈-.016 for Category “World” in the same equation (Eq. 2.2) suggests 

that a whole-scale change from “world news” to “recommended stories” decreases relay by 1.6 

percentage points. As long as the involved independent scales can be seen as equivalent to 

each other, and the involved dependent scales are equivalent, every two wp coefficients in 

Table 5 can be compared with each other.  Under the said assumptions, for example, we may 

think of read effect on relay as about 288 times as effective as category effect (“world news” 

compared to “recommended”) on relay (46.1/0.16≈288.13). 
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Given that RDRL relation is monotonic, the comparison of wp are between the linear 

terms. This, for example, excludes wp for RD in Eq. 2.3 & 2.4, and wp for TL in Eq. 1.3, because 

each is a first-order term of a polynomial model.  With this understood, we see that wp for 

RDRL, ranging between .445 and .461, are by far the largest of all linear-term wp in Table 5.  

The next largest is wp=.148 for HotRD.  “Hot” stands for “hot issues,” a category where 

Toutiao pushes posts because they are popular, and posts grow even more popular because 

they are placed there. Naturally these posts show much larger wp on RD than any other linear 

term wp in the table, except, that is, the wp for RDRL. That wp for RDRL is much larger than 

wp for HotRD speaks volumes for the strength of read effect on relay. 

Additional evidence comes from r2 statistics, which show that read alone can explain 

nearly 20% of the variance of relay (r2≈.198, Eq. 2.1), as compared to 1.5% (r2≈.015, not shown 

in tables) explained by the 19 category dummies combined, and even less variance explained by 

title length.  Together, read, title length, and category dummies explain nearly 21.5% of the 

variance of relay, which should remind us of over 78.5% not explained. 

We therefore conclude that the readrelay effect is monotonically positive and 

moderately strong, which has several implications.  

First, it shows the readrelay effect is indeed an important engine of selective spiral. 

Because of this positive effect, any factor that affects read may affect relay similarly, which 

means selective exposure (read) may be congruent with selective gatekeeping (relay). In other 

words, any effect on read may carry over to relay, because read affects relay.  

Second, the congruence between the two IU curves, TLRD & TLRL, serves as an 

example showing how RDRL effect align gatekeeping with selective exposure – it is because of 

∩ ∩ 

+ 

+ 
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the readrelay effect that length affects relay similarly as it affects read; more users relay 

messages of moderate length because more of them read such messages. 

Third, the spirals appear open in the sense nearly 80% of variance in relay is not 

explained by read, implying other variables collectively affect relay more without going through 

read.  They need to be identified and investigated in future studies.  

H4. Tentative and Weak IU Direct Effect of Title Length on Relay (TLRL)/RD).  

 Hypothesis 4 predicts a monotonically negative direct effect of title length on relay, 

TLRDRL, which calls for testing the TLRL relation controlling RD.  At the first preliminary 

test, the hypothesis appears supported (Eq. 2.5, b≈-13.91, p<.001). But the effect size appears 

small, as IwpI=.025 is less than half of the wp=.057 for TLRD (Eq. 1.1). Moreover, the 

(TLRL)/RD effect diminishes to near zero when the category dummies are controlled (Eq. 2.6, 

b≈-2.528, wp=-.005, p<.001). This suggests a competitive confounding, i.e., a confounder 

(category) exerts opposite effects upon two other variables (length and relay), making the 

relation between the latter two appear more negative than it is (Busse et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 

2010). The resulted negative TLRL simple effect (Eq. 2.5) participates in another competition 

between direct and mediated linear effects, which we will discuss paragraphs later. 

 To test whether the direct (TLRL)/RD effect is curvilinear, Eq. 2.7 reports that b (-.031) 

and wp (-.002) of TL
2 did not pass the p<.05 test, which means no support for curvilinearity.  But 

when category dummies are controlled (Eq. 2.8), the square-term coefficients become larger  

(b≈-.563, wp -.035), and significance level become p<.01, which passes the bar we set for 

cautiously accepting or considering an effect.  The coefficients and the chart we plot suggest 

another inverted U curve.  But the effect size is much smaller than the TLRD & TLRL effects 

_ 

_ 

∩ ∩ 

_ 

? 
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reported above. Comparing wp of TL and TL
2 across equations (Eq. 2.7 with Eq. 3.3, and Eq. 2.8 

with Eq. 3.4), we see that the direct IU effects (Eqs. 2.7 & 2.8) appear to be about one half or 

less of the total IU effects (Eqs. 3.3 & 3.4).  

 We decided that the evidences are not sufficient for a monotonically negative direct 

effect (TLRL)/RD. Hypothesis 4 is not supported. Some signs appear to suggest a third IU curve 

(TLRL)/RD. But the effect appears small even if we accept the screen test result (.001<p<.01) 

that fall into the caution zone according to our pre-decided scheme (c.f. Section V).    

Q4, Q5 & Q6. Maximum Read & Relay, and Optimal & Average Title Length. 

To answer the research questions, we derived from Eqs. 2.3, 2.4, 3.3 & 3.4 of Table 4. 

The results are shown in Table 6 and Figures Figure 3 & Figure 4. The optimal length for read 

(OTRead) is 26.4 characters, which predicts nearly 60 thousand reads per post, while the 

optimal length for relay (OTRelay) is nearly 18.9 characters, which predicts 474.7 relays per 

post. By comparison, the average title length (TL) is 18.08 and median TL is 18 (Table 2). As 

modern Chinese is dominated by words made of two characters, OTRead is roughly 13 words 

and OTRelay or mean TL is about nine words.  As the technology of digitally identifying Chinese 

words continues to progress, we hope more accurate equations for Chinese characters and 

words will be available soon.  

--------------------- Table 6 about Here ------------------ 

These results imply that Toutiao titles tend to be short, on average by seven to eight 

characters. Toutiao managers, editors and authors may want to pay more attention to 

providing sufficient information in their titles, rather than mechanically cutting tittles short. But 

the implications may go far beyond title writing.   

_ 

∩ 
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As discussed (Section II), OTRead indicates an aspect of collective attention span (CAS). A 

longer OTRead, e.g. 40 characters, could signify a longer attention and a more patient group, 

while a shorter OTRead, e.g., 5 characters, could denote the opposite. Given the discussions 

about national patience dwindled and generational attention fragmented by internet, 

handhelds, or modern society, researchers may consider monitoring OTRead over time, across 

nations, and between platforms and groups. 

The proximity between OTRelay (18.9) and average TL (18.08) may appear puzzling at 

the first glance.  The theory of collective attention span (CAS) and perceived CAS, however, 

hints at the possibility that the proximity is not necessarily a coincidence.  As discussed, 

OTRelay and average TL represent respectively relayer-decided and author-decided OTRead 

(see Section II).  The proximity shows that the two groups are remarkably close on their 

collective and probably unconscious decisions on what is the best title length for attracting 

read.   

Both groups err, by quite some. The discrepancy between OTRead (26.4) and relayer-

decided OTRead (OTRelay=18.9) is 7.5, representing an under estimation by over 28% 

(7.5/26.4). The underestimation by author-decided OTRead (mean TL=18.08) is a little larger at 

8.32, or nearly 32% (8.32/26.4). 

The discrepancy would appear even more intriguing considering the three groups 

overlap significantly – probably all authors relay, and surely all relayers read. The collective 

perception are about a collective self.  

One possible explanation is sender insensitivity, which posits that, senders, authors and 

relayers included, already have the information at the moment before sending a message; they 
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tend to be inadequately sensitive to or the insufficiency of information in a message they 

consider to send, and inadequately sensitive to receivers’ need for more information.  

Consequently senders tend to send messages of less information than they themselves would 

have preferred had they been readers seeking information.   

A more encompassing explanation is auto superiority, deducted from theories of illusory 

superiority, Lake Wobegon effect, and third person effect, which postulates that people tend to 

think of selves as superior to others or, in other words, think of others as inferior to selves. In 

this case, auto superiority posits that senders tend to think of others as being less patient, less 

interested in information, or less capable of handling information.  Consequently senders tend 

to send messages shorter than they themselves tend to read.  

Whatever the explanations might be, one phenomenon deserves more scrutiny and 

tests – in March 2015, the online attention span of over a hundred million people appeared 

longer than they themselves unconsciously judged to be.  

H5. TLRD: Positive and Large Linear Effect of Title Length (TL) on Read (RD).  

A straight line imposed onto the TLRD relation turns out to be upward as 

hypothesized; each additional character in a title expectedly bring in over 2,000 additional 

reads, or nearly 11,00 reads if category dummies are controlled, according to linear Equations 

1.1 & 1.2 (p<.001, Table 4). A statement like “longer title produces more reads,” however, 

would be an over simplification, as read declines when title length exceeds 26 characters, 

according to polynomial regression (Figure 3).  

On the other hand, linear estimation is still informative when it is interpreted in the 

context of theories and other information.  An IU curve constitutes a competition, whose 

+ 
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outcome is represented by the total effect estimated by linear regression (c.f. Section II and 

(Busse et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2010). The upward linear slope shows that the upward section 

of the IU curve wins out. It wins not because the upslope is steeper, as the polynomial curves 

(Figure 3) appear symmetrical, and the wp coefficients of TL (wp≈.199 & .111, Eqs. 1.3&1.4, 

Table 5) do not overwhelm the wp of TL
2 (-.129 & -.072, respectively). The upslope wins because 

it involves far more posts than the downslope, as far more titles are blow 26 characters than 

over, as suggested by the median TL≈18 and mean TL≈18.08 (Table 2). 

Teachers and editors preach writing short, indicating they see writers err more on the 

long side. The results above suggest that more of Taotiao authors err more on the short side. 

We hasten to remind ourselves, however, a basic premise of the just-enough theory -- it’s not 

the length or the physical characters, but the information they carry, that readers want. 

Toutiao’s title writers, editors and managers may pay more attention to providing sufficient 

information. 

While b≈2K and b≈1.1K (Table 4) are impressive, they do not appear as impressive when 

compared to the average RD≈45.9K (Table 2). As regression coefficient is directly influenced by 

DPV level and IDV unit, wp≈.057 & wp≈.031 (Eqs. 1.1 & 1.2, Table 5) put the b into perspectives: 

a whole-scale (one hundred percentage) increase in title length increases read by 5.7 and 3.1 

percentage points, respectively for not controlling and controlling category dummies.  These 

figures represent 10 percent or so of the read effect on relay (wp between .445 and .461), but 

are in comparable range with other wp coefficients in Table 5.  

I1. TLRDRL: Positive Effect of TL on RL Mediated by RD. 
+ + 

+ + 
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As said, the positive TLRD and RDRL effects constitute a positive mediated effect 

TLRDRL. The mediated effect is tested and verified by significance testing the product of 

TLRD and RDRL coefficients (p<.001; Hayes, 2009; MacKinnon & Fairchild, 2009; Preacher & 

Hayes, 2004; Rucker et al., 2011). 

Q7. Near Zero TLRL Simple Linear Relation. 

 When a linear line is imposed, the TLRL simple correlation is practically zero (b≈.112, 

wp<.0005, p>.05, Eq. 3.1, Table 4Table 5). It’s visually a horizontal line when graphed (Figure 4). 

When category dummies are controlled, the coefficients become positive but remain 

small (b≈5.31, wp≈.01), the slope becomes upward (Figure 4), and their p value falls into the 

preset tentative zone (.01>p>.001). 

Fierce Competitions behind Zero Correlation. 

For over two decades mediation analysts were advised to first test an IDVDPV simple 

correlation, and conclude there is no effect to be mediated if the significance test fails (Baron & 

Kenny, 1986; Kenny, 2016; Kenny et al., 1998). This is wrong, according to the more recent 

thinking of mediation and causal partition (Busse et al., 2015; Hayes, 2009; MacKinnon & 

Fairchild, 2009; Rucker et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2010). Mediation is one of the composite causal 

processes composed of components that may complement or compete with each other. 

Competition may result in a tie, producing a near zero total effect represented by a near zero 

simple linear correlation, which is not necessarily an evidence for no effect, but rather could be 

a sign of fierce competition.  This thinking came handy in our effort to reconcile various effects 

we report above and the virtually zero TLRL simple correlation that may appear dull at the 

+ + 
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first glance. Through this prism of causal partition, we see several competitive processes 

contributing to the near zero TLRL simple relation: 

1) Competitive mediation. The TLRL simple relation is the result of a competition 

between a positive mediated effect and a negative direct effect (TLRDRL. Also see Figure 5). 

This competition is a direct cause that the simple linear relation appears almost exactly zero. 

2) Competitive curves (first leg). A component of the mediation model, the 1st-leg 

effect (TLRD), is the result of competition between the upslope and the downslope of an IU 

curve (See Figure 5). The competition from the downslope makes the linear effect appear less 

positive. 

3) Competitive confounding: Another component of the mediation model, the direct 

effect (TLRL)/RD, is the result of competition between opposite effects of category 

(confounder) on TL and RL. The confounding model is composed of substantial effect of TL on RL 

and superficial effects of category on TL and RL. The competition between the two superficial 

effects makes the overall (TLRL)/RD relation more negative (Compare Figure 5 with Figure 6). 

4) Competitive curves, direct effect. The substantial direct effect (TLRL)/RD, which 

excludes the superficial effects due to category, is the result of another IU competition between 

the upslope and downslope. The competition from the upslope makes the effect less negative. 

 

VII. Conclusion 

During much of March 2015, Toutiao.com posted nearly 3,500 news stories and other 

messages per day. Each post was read on average by 46,000 people/times and forwarded to 

over 440 people/times, which also means 9.64 relays per thousand reads. These statistics tell 

+ + 
_ 

+ 
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roughly about the average widths and potential depths of spirals of information initiated from 

Toutiao.com.   

Theory of just enough information is supported by the inverted U effect of title length 

on read. Posts with 26 characters or around 13 words in a title attracted nearly 60 thousand 

reads per post.  When a title was 13 characters longer or shorter than 26, the expected read 

dropped to below 40 thousands. When length increased or declined further, read dropped 

further, eventually to zero.  The mean and median title length, however, were 18.08 and 18, 

about eight and half characters shorter than optimal length for attracting read. 

The read effect on relay was positive and strong, which served as a powerful engine for 

selective spiral.  Every additional thousand reads produced expectedly 7 additional relays. In 

other words, a whole-scale (100 percentage points) increase in read increased relay by 45 

percentage points.  

Title length affected relay, which is the main evidence showing selective spiral due to 

title length. The effect is IU shaped, and is mediated through read.  Posts with 19 characters or 

around 10 words per title attracted the highest relay, which was expected to be nearly 474 per 

post.  When the titles were 13 characters longer or shorter than 19, the average relay dropped 

to below 300, and dropped further when the titles were further lengthened or shortened.   

There are also some tentative signs of a weak IU effect of title length directly on relay 

not through read. 

When a line was imposed onto the lengthread relation, it was upward. Each additional 

character produced an additional one thousand or more reads on average, which is another 

evidence that Toutiao may benefit from sometimes providing more information.  
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When a line was imposed onto the lengthread relation without controlling category, it 

was almost completely flat. But the seemingly monotonous outcome was in fact an artifact of  

multifarious effects offsetting each other in at least five competitions, some of which fierce.  

This may serve as yet another example illustrating the pervasiveness of competitive causal 

relations (Busse et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2010). 

All these models can explain no more than 6.5% of the variance in read or 21.5% of the 

variance in relay, suggesting 1) the effects we report are good for describing collective patterns, 

but not for predicting individual performances, 2) unidentified “selectors,” probably many, 

unidentified in our models can be more selecting than title length.  The efforts to identify them 

can be a long journey.  

The mean and median of title length were 18.08 and 18, significantly shorter than 

optimal length for read at 26.4, and consistent with the positive lengthread linear effect, 

which implies Toutiao writers wrote short.  The mean and median lengths were also close to 

the optimal title length for relay, 18.9, showing a remarkable agreement through actions 

between the writers and the relayers on the optimal length for attracting readers (18.08 vs 

18.9), but also show misestimation by both groups by about eight characters (26.4-18 or 26.4-

18.9). 

As writers and relayers all read, the misestimation was not about some other people, 

but about we the estimators ourselves. Future studies may investigate whether the apparent 

bias is due to sender insensitivity or auto superiority or some other processes. 

  

+ 
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Table 1 Toutiao.com March 2 though 24, 2015 
 Day Post Read Relay 

total 23 79,564 3,651,740,156 35,215,822 
per day 1 3,459 158,771,311 1,531,123 
per post  1 45,897 443 

per 1K reads   1,000 9.643573 

Table 2 Read (RD), Relay (RL) and Title Length (TL) and Their 0-1 Normalization   
 Min Max Mean Median Std. Dev. 
RD (Read) 0 6,399,130 45,896.89 3,453.50 203,915.637 
RL (Relay) 0 453,928 442.61 6.00 3,169.532 
TL (Title Length) 0 78 18.08 18.00 5.732 
RD (0-1 Normalized Read),  RD=RD/(6*203,915.637) 0 5.23 .0375 .0028 .16667 
RL (0-1 Normalized Relay),  RL =RL/(6*3,169.532) 0 23.87 .0233 .0015 .16667 
TL (0-1 Normalized Title Length),  TL =TL/(6*5.732) 0 2.27 .5257 .5234 .16667 

Table 3 Distribution by Category 
Total Number of Posts: 79,564 

Category Posts % Category Posts % 
 Recommend 11,191 14.1  Game 3,241 4.1 
 Hot Issues 3,008 3.8  History 3,099 3.9 
 Baby 2,998 3.8  Military 2,344 2.9 
 Car 3,499 4.4  Regimen 1,844 2.3 
 Discovery 783 1.0  Society 6,089 7.7 
 Entertain. 3,574 4.5  Sports 3,637 4.6 
 Essay 2,355 3.0  Fiction 1,009 1.3 
 Fashion 2,961 3.7  Technology 3,219 4.0 
 Finance 5,739 7.2  Travel 5,561 7.0 
 Food 5,136 6.5  World 8,277 10.4 
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Table 4 Effects of Title Length on Spiral of Read and Relay, Measured by Regression Coefficients (b) and R Squared (r2) 

 TLRD Effect 
(1st-Leg of Indirect Effect) 

RDRL Effect (2nd-Leg of Indirect Effect) &  
TLRL Effect (Direct Effect) 

TLRL Effect 
(Total Effect) 

 Eq. 1.1 Eq. 1.2 Eq. 1.3 Eq. 1.4 Eq. 2.1 Eq. 2.2 Eq. 2.3 Eq. 2.4 Eq. 2.5 Eq. 2.6 Eq. 2.7 Eq. 2.8 Eq. 3.1 Eq. 3.2 Eq. 3.3 Eq. 3.4 
Dep. Var RD, Read RL, Relay RL, Relay 

Constant 9351*** 63905*** -33737*** 39052*** 125*** 184*** 122*** 162*** 376*** 232*** 376*** 45 441*** 690*** 132 325*** 
Hot Issues  180794***  180306***  -1101***  -1134***  -1100***  -1104***  195**  188** 

Baby  -55115***  -54893***  131*  146*  127*  129*  -267***  -264*** 
Car  -42079***  -42246***  -137*  -130*  -138*  -139*  -439***  -442*** 

Discovery  2647  2327  -185  -179  -188  -191  -169  -174 
Entertain  -13110***  -13136**  -378**  -376***  -377***  -377***  -471***  -472*** 

Essay  -61819***  -59174***  438**  454***  422***  442***  -21  18 
Fashion  -57623***  -57479***  48  61  44  45  -369***  -367*** 
Fiction  -59857***  -57399***  -120  -106  -129  -110  -558***  -522*** 
Finance  -66902***  -66510***  31  47  24  27  -455***  -449*** 

Food  -62557***  -61558***  848***  863***  839***  846***  390***  405*** 
Game  -82151***  -82516***  -186**  -166**  -184**  -187**  -773***  -778*** 

History  -36139***  -35781***  -158**  -151**  -163**  -160**  -422***  -416*** 
Military  -50567***  -50571***  -267***  -252***  -267***  -267***  -630***  -630*** 
Regimen  -43299***  -42742***  1207***  1219***  1198***  1202***  888***  896*** 
Society  -30705***  -30583***  -380***  -372***  -383***  -382***  -603***  -601*** 
Sports  -72591***  -72276***  -222***  -205***  -223***  -221***  -743***  -739*** 
Tech.  -74669***  -74280***  -127*  -110  -127*  -124*  -662***  -656*** 
Travel  -72684***  -71121***  -122**  -103*  -129**  -117*  -650***  -627*** 
World  -53104***  -53075***  -306***  -294***  -309***  -309***  -690***  -689*** 

RD 
Read 

  
  

.007*** 
se<.0005 

.007*** 
se<.0005 

.007*** 
se<.0005 

.008*** 
se<.0005 

.007*** 
se<.0005 

.007*** 
se<.0005 

.007*** 
se<.0005 

.007*** 
se<.0005 

  
  

RD
2   

  
  -.000 

se<.0005 
-.000*** 
se<.0005 

 
 

 
 

  
  

TL 

Title Length 
2021.36*** 

se=126 
1094.29*** 

se=127 
7066.73*** 

se=529 
3933.44*** 

se=525 
    -13.91*** 

se=1.76 
-2.528 

se=1.81 
-12.736 
se=7.38 

18.91* 
se=7.48 

.112 
se=1.961 

5.313** 
se=2.021 

36.267*** 
se=8.23 

47.85*** 
se=8.37 

TL
2   -133.797*** 

se=14 
-74.577*** 

se=13 
      -.031 

se=.190 
-.563** 
se=.191 

  -.959*** 
se=.212 

-1.097*** 
se=.213 

Total r2 .003*** .063*** .004*** .063*** .198*** .214*** .198*** .214*** .198*** .214*** .198*** .214*** .000 .015*** .000*** .015*** 

Main cells are regression coefficients (b) unless otherwise stated. 
*: p<.05, **:p<.01, ***: p<.001.  p<.001 for acceptance, p<.01 for tentative consideration. 
The 19 category variables are dummy coded, and “recommend” category is left out as the reference group.  
Read (RD), Relay (RL) and Title Length (TL) are in their original units. 
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Table 5 Effects of Title Length on Spiral of Read and Relay, Measured by Whole-Scale Percentage Coefficients (wp) and r Squared (r2)  

 TLRD Effect  
(1st-Leg of Indirect Effect) 

RDRL Effect (2nd-Leg of Indirect Effect) &  
TLRL  Effect (Direct Effect) 

TLRL Effect 
(Total Effect) 

 Eq. 1.1 Eq. 1.2 Eq. 1.3 Eq. 1.4 2.1 2.2 Eq. 2.3 Eq. 2.4 Eq. 2.5 Eq. 2.6 Eq. 2.7 Eq. 2.8 Eq. 3.1 Eq. 3.2 Eq. 3.3 Eq. 3.4 
Dep. Var RD, 0-1 Normalized Read RL, 0-1 Normalized Relay RL, 0-1 Normalized Relay 

Constant .008*** .052*** -.028*** .032*** .007*** .010*** .008*** .009*** .020*** .012*** .019*** .002 .023*** .036*** .007 .017*** 
Hot Issues  .148***  .147***  -.058***  -.060***  -.058***  -.058***  .010**  .010** 

Baby  -.045***  -.045***  .007*  .008*  .007*  .007*  -.014***  -.014*** 
Car  -.034***  -.035***  -.007*  -.007*  -.007*  -.007*  -.023***  -.023*** 

Discovery  .002  .002  -.010  -.009  -.010  -.010  -.009  -.009 
Entertain  -.011***  -.011**  -.020***  -.020***  -.020***  -.020***  -.025***  -.025*** 

Essay  -.051***  -.048***  .023***  .024***  .022***  .023***  -.001  .001 
Fashion  -.047***  -.047***  .003  .003  .002  .002  -.019***  -.019*** 
Fiction  -.049***  -.047***  -.006  -.006  -.007  -.006  -.029***  -.027*** 
Finance  -.055***  -.054***  .002  .002  .001  .001  -.024***  -.024*** 

Food  -.051***  -.050***  .045***  .045***  .044***  .044***  .021***  .021*** 
Game  -.067***  -.067***  -.010**  -.009**  -.010**  -.010**  -.041***  -.041*** 

History  -.030***  -.029***  -.008**  -.008**  -.009**  -.008**  -.022***  -.022*** 
Military  -.041***  -.041***  -.014***  -.013***  -.014***  -.014***  -.033***  -.033*** 
Regimen  -.035***  -.035***  .063***  .064***  .063***  .063***  .047***  .047*** 
Society  -.025***  -.025***  -.020***  -.020***  -.020***  -.020***  -.032***  -.032*** 
Sports  -.059***  -.059***  -.012***  -.011***  -.012***  -.012***  -.039***  -.039*** 
Tech  -.061***  -.061***  -.007*  -.006  -.007*  -.007*  -.035***  -.035*** 

Travel  -.059***  -.058***  -.006**  -.005*  -.007**  -.006*  -.034***  -.033*** 
World  -.043***  -.043***  -.016***  -.015***  -.016***  -.016***  -.036***  -.036*** 

RD 

Nrm. Read 
  

  
.445*** 
se=.003 

.461*** 
se=.003 

.453*** 
se=.006 

.488*** 
se=.006 

.446*** 
se=.003 

.461*** 
se=.003 

.446*** 
se=.003 

.461*** 
se=.003 

  
  

RD
2

   
  

  -.004 
se=.003 

-.013*** 
se=.003 

 
 

 
 

  
  

TL 
Nrm. TL 

.057*** 
se=.004 

.031*** 
se=.004 

.199*** 
se=.015 

.111*** 
se=.015 

    -.025*** 
se=.003 

-.005 
se=.003 

-.023 
se=.013 

.034* 
se=.014 

<.0005 
se=.004 

.010** 
se=.004 

.066*** 
se=.015 

.085*** 
se=.015 

TL
2   -.129*** 

se=.014 
-.072*** 
se=.013 

      -.002 
se=.012 

-.035** 
se=.012 

  -.060*** 
se=.013 

-.068*** 
se=.013 

Total r2 .003*** .063*** .004*** .063*** .198*** .214*** .198*** .214*** .198*** .214*** .198*** .214*** <.0005 .015*** <.0005*** .015*** 

Main cells are whole-percentage coefficients (wp) unless otherwise stated. 
*: p<.05, **:p<.01, ***: p<.001.  p<.001 for acceptance, p<.01 for tentative consideration. 
The 19 category variables are dummy coded, and “recommend” category is left out as the reference group to be compared to.  
RDN, RLN and TLN are respectively 0-1 normalized RD (read), RL (relay), and TL (title length). Each is on a 0-1 scale where 0 is conceptual minimum and 1 is conceptual maximum.  
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Figure 3: Linear and Inverted-U Effects of Title Length on Read 

 
 

Figure 4: Linear and Inverted-U Effects of Title Length on Relay 
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Table 6 Optimal Title Length and Predicted Maximum Read & Relay  
 No Control Controlling Category 

 Predicted Maximum  
(Corresponding Title Length) 

Predicted Maximum  
(Corresponding Title Length) 

Read 59,574 (26.4) 54,532 (26.4) 
Relay 474.7 (18.9) 488.74 (21.5) 
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Figure 5: Title Length (TL) Effect on Relay (RL) 
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